You’ve already seen the power of Elementor in Module 1 of this course, but there is so much
more you can do with this theme / plugin.
It has the functionality of 100 plugins and when you go pro using the Astra Theme Template that
I introduced in Module 1, you can keep your site running quickly, while getting access to all of
the features.
You can also “Go Pro” with the Astra Theme, but I don’t recommend that. There’s much more
value in Elementor Pro Plugin rather than upgrading the Astra Theme.
The main feature you’ll want from Elementor Pro is to be able to fully edit all of your php
templates.
PHP Templates are those specific styles of pages on your site, like your archive (category)
pages, your individual blog posts, your search pages etc.
By going Pro with Elementor, you’ll be able to have full customizability of the header, footer,
sidebar, single post and archive posts pages, giving you the ultimate customizability to your new
WordPress Website.
On top of that, you get access to 100 different drag and drop elements that you just don’t get
with the free version.
Ultimately it’s up to you. The cost of Elementor Pro is quite a bit less than the cost of you
hosting, at just $50 / year, but in my opinion it’s worth it.
I’m not pushing this on you at all. You can take it or leave it. Your site will still look beautiful by
the time you’re done this course.
But by getting Elementor Pro now, you’ll get so much more out of this course and out of your
blog.
For example, if you want to have “Recent Posts” show up on the home page, you’ll need to use
the Elementor Pro Posts element which you can only get with the paid version.

You also get all of these features:

It’s worth a thought anyways.
I wanted to make sure that our course shows new bloggers how to build a professional website
as quickly and as cheaply as possible, which is why I introduce all new bloggers to the Astra
Theme.
If you don’t feel like spending any more on your new website, don’t worry about it. But if you
want the most out of your blog, this is 100% a worthy investment. I have it on every one of the
new sites that I’ve built.
Click Here To Go Pro With Elementor

